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Unstructured Data
Unstructured data workloads [photo]
Isilon - scale-out NAS (17K+ customers)
ECS - scale-out Object (3K+ customers)
“Dell Technologies recognised by Gartner as a leader in distributed file and object
storage for 4th consecutive year”
Technical Engineering Emmy Award
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OneFS is the core operating system, file system, and data services that Isilon runs
on
Nodes are effectively a ratio of performance to capacity
Communicate over redundant backend
Can introduce different types of nodes, depending on what you need (i.e.
performance or capacity)
Can be divided into logical groups - leverage tiering

Unbounded Scaling
Filesystem automatically expands across additional nodes

Linearly scale capacity and performance
- up to 252 nodes, PBs of capacity and millions of file operations
Non-disruptive simple scaling
- Less than 60 seconds to add a node - no impact to clients
Automated workload rebalancing
- automatically redistribute to take advantage of new nodes
One filesystem
Clients can read / write from any Isilon node
- client connections are distributed across cluster
Each file is automatically distributed across cluster
- Larger the cluster - better the efficiency and performance
Native multi-protocol
- clients can read / write same data over multiple protocols
Always-on
Sustain multiple failures with no impact
- no impact for failures of up to 4 nodes or 4 drives in each pool
Non-disruptive tech refresh
- non-disruptively add, remove or replace nodes in the cluster
No dedicated spare nodes or drives
- better efficiency as no node or drive us unused
Ultra dense configuration: 4 nodes in 4U, up to 240TB raw per RU
Hot swap sleds and drives
Comprehensive Enterprise Software
SmartDedupe and Compression - storage efficiency
SmartPools - Automated Tiering
CloudPools - Cloud tiering
SmartQuotas - Thin provisioning
SmartConnect - Connection rebalancing
SmartLock - Data integrity
SnapshotIQ - Rapid Restore
SyncIQ - Disaster Recovery
Three Approached to Data Reduction
1. Inline compression and deduplication
2. Post-process deduplication
3. Small file packing
Configurable tiering based on time
- policy based tiering at file level
- transparent to clients / apps
- unbounded scaling
Tiered Data Availability and Protection [photo]
SmartConnect with NFS Failover
- High Availability
- No RTO or RPO

SnapshotIQ
- very fast file recovery
- Low RTO and RPO
SyncIQ via LAN
- disk-based backup and business continuity
- Medium RTO and RPO
SyncIQ via WAN
- offsite DR
- medium - high RTO and RPO
NDMP Backup
- backup to tape
- FC backup accelerator
- higher RTO and RPO
Scalability: 16TB File Support
Key Features
- Support for files up to 16TB in size
- increase of 4X over previous versions
Benefits
- Support applications and workloads that typically deal with large files
- Use Isilon as a destination or temporary staging area for backups and database
NDU: Parallel Node Upgrades [photo]
Multi-protocol: Persistent Storage for Containers [photo]
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Infrastructure and Data Insights
CloudIQ - now supported for Isilon
Clarity Now

ClarityNow Data Management - Single Pane of Glass to Manage all your
unstructured data
Next generation Data Management
Discover
- search across multiple file and object data stores (Dell or 3rd party)
- ultra-fast scanning of billions of files / objects
- micro-services based on scalable deployment
View
- modern HTML5 based user interface
- single pane of glass to see all the data
- end-user and IT storage admin views
Classify
- regular-expression based bulk tagging
- chargeback views by data set based on assigned storage costs
- identify duplicate and dormant data sets
Act
- move selected data to any storage type / location
- storage monitoring: monitor multiple Isilon clusters
What are you trying to fo with your data in the cloud?
Isilon OneFS in public cloud
- industry leading scale and performance with rich enterprise features
- native replication between on-premises and cloud with no egress charges
- delivered as a service, managed from the cloud
- leverage elasticity of public cloud compute

Cloud OneFS for Google Cloud
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Introducing a new data type called a stream (as opposed to file or object)
Log files
Sensor data
Image data
Streams combine all three types
DIY stream solutions are too complex
Project Nautilus - real time and historical analytics and storage
Pravega.io - publish, subscribe and store software
Automatically tiers to long term storage (Isilon and ECS)
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Where Next?
Unbounded Scaling
Intelligent Insights
Any time, anywhere
“Enable customers to maximise the use and value of their large, unstructured data
sets with unbounded scaling, intelligent data insights, and access any time
anywhere”
Universal file mobility

